Name

Date

Anne Frank: The Diary of a Young Girl: June 14,
1942 - November 17, 1942
Complete.

Review
1.

What caused the argument between Peter and his father?

2.

What did Anne and her father make so that neighbors would not see them?

3.

What does Anne think Margot wants to be when she grows up?

4.

Who is Anne Frank's best friend at the Jewish Secondary School?

5.

What city was the first that Anne heard about being liberated by the British?

6.

Who does Anne think is trying to get through the cupboard door on October 20, 1942?

7.

What was the original date that the Franks were supposed to go into hiding?

8.

"This is not the end. It is not even the beginning of the end. But it is, perhaps, the end of the beginning.
" Who said this?

9.

In what city did the Franks take refuge in the "Secret Annexe"?

10.

In what year did the Franks emigrate to Holland from Germany?

11.

Who does Anne say is the only person in the world that she loves?

Name

Date

12.

What did Mrs. Van Daan get from her husband on her birthday?

13.

What is the date of the entry in which Anne gets extra fed up with the discussions and quarrels
concerning her?

14.

Who became the eighth person to live in the Annexe?

15.

Where does Anne find is the best spot for bathing?

16.

Because of Mr. Van Daan's fib, where did people assume the Frank's went?

17.

When is Anne Frank's birthday?

18.

According to the PROSPECTUS AND GUIDE TO THE "SECRET ANNEXE," when were rest hours on
Monday through Saturday?

19.

Why did Anne slap the diary closed when Mrs. Van Daan walked in?

20.

What is the name of the group that is rounding up Jews and relocating them?

Name

Date

Anne Frank: The Diary of a Young Girl: June 14, 1942 - November 17, 1942
Anne starts off her July 8, 1942, entry by saying that, "Years seem to have passed between Sunday
and now. So much has happened." Summarize the events that took place in the three days since her
last entry.

Answer Key
1. a book
2. curtains
3. a teacher
4. Jopie de Waal
5. Algiers
6. carpenter
7. July 16, 1942
8. Winston Churchill
9. Amsterdam
10. 1933
11. Daddy
12. red carnations
13. Monday, September 28, 1942
14. Albert Dussel
15. office W.C.
16. Maastricht
17. June 12th
18. ten in the evening until seven-thirty in the morning
19. There was an unflattering description of Mrs. Van Daan on the page.
20. Gestapo

